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Abstract
Flower development progress through distinct phases that are controlled by complex genetic
networks, which in turn are regulated by both endogenous and exogenous factors. A large
number of functional studies have been conducted over the past decades to understand the
genetic networks that regulate flower development in angiosperm model species. In
gymnosperms, however, the gene regulatory networks behind distinct phases of cone
development are largely unknown due to the lack of functional studies.
In a morphological study of early cone development in Picea abies, three distinct growth
phases were defined. Transcriptome comparisons of female and vegetative buds in the three
growth phases identified members of the MADS-box gene family, LEAFY-orthologs, bZIP, AP2-, and SBP-domain proteins as being highly expressed in the different phases of female
cone development. In a separate study different isoform of the MADS-box gene, DAL19
were identified. Isoforms specific expression in male, female and vegetative bud meristems
provided evidence that alternative splicing may influence cone formation in a bud identity
specific manner.
In the early cone-setting acrocona mutant, P. abies var. acrocona, leading shoots often have
needles at the base, but ovuliferous scale-like structures in the top. Hence, during shoot
development, the leading shoots make a morphological shift and produce transition shoots.
RNA sequencing of acrocona transition shoots demonstrated that the MADS-box genes
DAL10 and DAL21, which previously have been associated with reproductive shoot identity
were expressed at high levels in transition shoot meristems before the morphological shift.
In addition, genes encoding FT/TFL-like, bZIP-, SOC1-like and gymnosperm specific
MADS-domain proteins co-expressed with DAL10 and DAL21, suggesting at a putative role
for these genes in the early development of reproductive meristems. In addition, genes
encoding F-box protein and ubiquitin were expressed at high levels in late acrocona
transition shoots, which possibly reflects an involvement of hormonal signalling in the
acrocona transition shoot phenotype.
Keywords: Picea abies, phase change, reproduction, GA, MADS-box, DAL19, FT/TFL,
bZIP, SOC1, LEAFY, SBP, gymnosperm.
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1

Introduction

The evolution of land plants from green algae and their colonisation and adaptive
radiation in different geologic time-periods have resulted in diverse land plant
lineages such as non-vascular plants, non-seed vascular plants, non-flowering,
and flowering plants. The major changes in the land plant spore mass (from
cryptospores to trilete spores) led to the emergence and adaptive radiation of
vascular plants from the early Silurian period (Steemans et al., 2009).
The fundamental difference of seed plants from plants with free spores is the
delivery of the male gametophyte directly to the female gametophyte through
pollination. In the earliest vascular plants, ovules are not enclosed in an ovary
and seeds are exposed to the external environment, these so called “naked seedplants” are referred to as gymnosperms. The four extant groups of gymnosperms
are the conifers, ginkgos, cycads, and gnetophytes. In gymnosperms, pollen
grains are mostly adapted to wind or water pollination. In the Cretaceous period,
a diverse group of seed plants evolved that protect their seed in an ovary. These
plants are referred to as angiosperms. The angiosperms radiated rapidly.
According to the theory of evolution by Charles Darwin (Darwin, 1859), which
implied that all organisms should increase gradually. The early evolution and
diversification of angiosperms was an “abominable mystery” in Darwin’s mind.
Angiosperms and gymnosperms separated from their last common ancestor
about 310-350 million years ago (Bell, Soltis, & Soltis, 2010; Doyle, 2012). In
angiosperms, pollen grains are often adapted to animal pollination, and the coevolutionary interactions between flowering plants and their pollinators are
assumed to have played an essential role in the diversification of many
angiosperm lineages (van der Niet & Johnson, 2012). In contrast to the
gymnosperms, the angiosperm ovule is enclosed by a carpel, and the female
structures are, in turn, arranged in a flower together with the male organs, the
stamens and a sterile perianth of sepals and petals (Endress, 2011). While the
flower is the central feature of the angiosperm lineage, the origin of the flower
and the consequent diversification of angiosperm species remain as key
9

evolutionary questions. Gymnosperms as a group have been proposed to be the
closest relatives of angiosperms (Doyle, 1978). The ovules of most
gymnosperms consist of a single integument, except for the Gnetophytes. The
ovules in Gnetophytes are enclosed by several nuclear envelopes, which are
analogous to the integuments that enclose the angiosperm ovule (Takaso &
Bouman, 1986). Based on transcriptome studies of Streptophytes and several
sequenced plant genomes and phylogenetic studies, Gnetophytes has recently
been proposed to be the closest group of the Coniferales (Wickett et al., 2014;
Winter et al., 1999).
A considerable amount of functional studies have been conducted over the
past decades to understand the molecular mechanisms that regulate reproductive
development in angiosperm model species. In gymnosperms, however,
functional studies are challenging to perform. Instead, evolutionary
developmental (evo-devo) studies have dominated. Next-generation sequencing
technologies, e.g. RNA- seq now provide the opportunity to expand our studies
of non-model species.
In this thesis, morphological analyses of early reproductive development in
Picea abies are combined with transcriptome studies in order to understand
molecular mechanisms behind reproductive development in conifers. The
findings are related to analogous processes in angiosperm model systems in
order to enhance our understanding of the evolutionary process leading to
distinct reproductive structures in these two seed plant lineages.

1.1 Reproductive development
The structural features of the reproductive organs differ between angiosperms
and gymnosperms. In angiosperms, the reproductive organs are arranged in
flowers, which typically consists of a sterile perianth of sepals and petals that
surround the reproductive organs, the stamens and the carpels. Whereas, extant
gymnosperms lack the sterile perianth. However, the origin and evolution of the
flower is a crucial evolutionary question (Doyle, 2012; Friis, Crane, & Pedersen,
2011) that remains scantily understood. The exact composition of the structural
features of the ancestral angiosperm flower is unclear, due to the lack of fossil
records from the period when this ancestor existed (Herendeen, Friis, Pedersen,
& Crane, 2017).
The flowers of basal angiosperms (Amborella, Nymphaeales,
Austrobaileyales and Magnoliids) vary significantly in size, in the number of
flower organs, and the arrangement of the floral organs in a spiral or in whorls
(Tsai, Pan, Su, & Liu, 2014). In Amborella and Austrobaileyales, the flower
organs are spirally arranged with a gradual transition from bracts to tepals, from
10

tepals to stamens, and finally from stamens to carpels (Tsai et al., 2014).
Phylogenetic studies have indicated that Amborella trichopoda is a sister species
to all other extant angiosperms (P. S. Soltis, 2005). Hence, phylogenetic studies
indicate that the flower of early angiosperms was mostly spiral. In a recent study,
which utilizes model-based reconstructions of a large data-sets of floral traits
from extant angiosperms, it was proposed that the ancestral angiosperm flower
was bisexual and radially symmetric. The model also suggested that the ancestral
flower consisted of two or more whorls of separate perianth organs
(undifferentiated tepals), at least two whorls of stamens, surrounding at least five
spirally arranged carpels (Sauquet et al., 2017). Hence, this study suggests that
the early evolution of angiosperm flowers were marked by a sequential reduction
in the number of whorls in both the perianth and in the androecium. This
proposed structure of the ancestral flower is opposite to the traditional view that
the early angiosperm flower consisted of mostly spirally arranged floral organs.
The ovule is the common reproductive structural feature between
gymnosperms and angiosperms. The fundamental structure of the ovule is
similar in all seed plants groups (Endress, 2011; Linkies, Graeber, Knight, &
Leubner-Metzger, 2010). Although the characteristic function of the ovule in all
seed plants is to produce a seed containing an embryo, ovules in gymnosperms
also play a variety of different roles. In particular, at the time of pollination,
gymnosperm ovules may secret an aqueous solution that helps to capture
(Gelbart & Aderkas, 2002) or to collect pollen from the integuments or
surrounding structures (Chandler & Owens, 2004; Leslie, 2010; Leslie & Kevin
Boyce, 2012; Tomlinson, Braggins, & Rattenbury, 1991). The ovule in
gymnosperms also contains a large cellular megagametophyte that produces
archegonia which serves as a nutrient source for the developing embryo (Leslie
& Kevin Boyce, 2012). In contrast, the angiosperm megagametophyte is
typically a reduced structure, which does not produce archegonia (Leslie &
Kevin Boyce, 2012). On the other hand, seeds of angiosperms harbour an
endosperm, which serves as a nutrient source to the developing embryo (Leslie
& Kevin Boyce, 2012).
In the gymnosperm lineage of seed plants, cone-bearing plants are referred
to as conifers. Adaptations of conifers to cold and dry weather explain their
superiority at high altitudes and in cold climates. Different conifers vary in their
reproductive cycle but the process is broadly similar throughout the Pinaceae. In
P. abies, male and female cones are formed from separate meristems. The female
cones are initiated in the upper part of the tree in apical positions of lateral
branches and are larger than male cones. In contrast, male cones are initiated in
the lower region of the tree. The buds at the shoot apex of lateral branches tend
to initiate as vegetative or female cones, while buds at the base of the shoot are
11

initiated as pollen cones. Apical buds on leading branches are always vegetative.
Allen and Owens, 1972, observed similar patterns of a cone-setting manner in
Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii).
The female cone of P. abies consists of spirally arranged ovuliferous scales,
each subtended by a sterile bract. Each of the ovuliferous scales carries two
ovules. Hence, the female cone is a compound structure, and can be viewed as a
reproductive shoot, analogous to the angiosperm inflorescence. In contrast, the
male cone of conifers have historically been considered to be a simple structure
or a short shoot, more similar to the angiosperm flower (Florin, 1951). However,
based on morphological studies that include species from all extant conifer
genera, it has recently been suggested that the Taxaceae, Podocarpus,
Prumnopitys, and Retrophyllum possess compound male cones analogous to
inflorescences (Schulz et al., 2014). Generally, the male cone can be categorised
either as solitary or fascicular (clustered) (Schulz et al., 2014). In some conifer
species, the fascicular male cone can either be a simple male cone analogous to
a flower or a compound cone similar to an inflorescence (Schulz et al., 2014). In
P. abies, the male cone consists of spirally arranged microsporophylls formed
from a single meristem and the entire cone represents a single reproductive short
shoot. Also buds that later will form pollen cones can initiate at various positions
along a vegetative shoot, both in basal parts and in lateral and apical positions.
Initiation and early bud development in Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii)
have been thoroughly described by Owens & Smith (1964) and the further
development of vegetative shoots and reproductive cones have been described
by Allen and Owens (1972). Date and timing of distinct differentiation stages
have been well established for specific locations, i.e. Victoria in Canada, but the
progress of cone development may vary with geographical position,
environment and between trees. It has been reported that the time of bud
development progress later as elevation increases (Silen, 1967). In Douglas fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii), lateral buds initiate in the shoot meristem axils from
cortical cells in early April. At this point, the identity, vegetative or reproductive,
cannot be distinguished (Owens & Smith, 1964). The apical zone of the
meristems becomes apparent by mid-May in female and vegetative buds, but the
male buds remain distinctly smaller during that time (Owens & Smith, 1964).
The transition from undetermined bud primordial to reproductive forms occurs
during April and May (Allen and Owens, 1972). The lateral organs (needles,
bracts and microsporophylls) initiates at the end of July. Lateral organs
differentiate and further elongate and initiation ends early in October and the
cones become dormant in early November (Owens & Smith, 1964). The dormant
phase of cones extends until February the following year. The female cones
continue their growth from March to June. In male cones, the developing pollen
12

undergoes meiosis at the end of the February. Pollination and fertilization occur
during April and June. Seeds are developed at the August after fertilization.
Mature cones form in September when the cones open and seed dispersal occurs.
An overview of conifer reproductive cycle is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Figure1. Schematic overview of the reproductive cycle in a conifer. This figure is
representing reproductive development of Picea glauca, which follow a two-year typical
conifer reproductive cycle in Northern hemisphere. However, the differentiation of shoots
apices as reproductive buds may be differed by the geographical regions. Buds initiate at the
shoot apex from about at the late April. Buds differentiate as vegetative, female or male cone
buds around mid-July. All microsporophylls, microsporangia, bracts and ovuliferous scales,
and needles initiate at the early October, when they become dormant. Pollination of these
cones occur in the next year June, and mature seed cone develops in October. Roman numbers
represent various stages and letters represent different months of the year. This figure is a redrawing adopted from Owens and Molder, 1984.

The early bud development has also been studied in different species of
spruce and it has been reported that the lateral buds of Black spruce (Picea
mariana) initiate around the beginning of June in the localities of Chalk river,
Ontario (Fraser, 2011). The buds are distinguishable as vegetative or
reproductive by the end of July (Eis, 1967).
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1.1.1 Initiation of cone-setting in conifers
Conifers undergo a long juvenile period before they reach a reproductive phase.
However, suitable conditions depending both on endogenous signals and the
environment influence cone initiation, and even after entering the reproductive
phase Picea abies do not produce cones every year. Female cones are formed in
apical positions of a lateral shoot and since the apical meristem terminates within
the cone, the initiation indirectly causes a stop in further growth of the shoot.
Hence, cone-setting influence the overall growth of a branch, which needs at
least two years to reconstitute its morphology after cone-setting (Tiren, 1935).
Therefore, after a good cone-year, initiation of new female-cones the following
year are limited, even if the environmental conditions are favourable for ample
cone-setting. The balance between environmental signals and the need to
reconstitute the growth of the tree after ample cone-setting explains the
periodicity of cone production in P.abies.
The success of cones production is not only dependent on the initiation of
reproductive buds, the subsequent differentiation of buds into mature cones is
also crucial for a good cone year. Based on studies in Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga
menziesii), it has been suggested that the number of cones produced is not
entirely dependent on the production of primordia, but is also determined by the
number of primordia that continue to develop as reproductive buds (Eis, 1973;
Owens, 1969; Silen, 1967). A detailed anatomical study in Douglas fir
(Pseudotsuga menziesii) by Owens, 1969 stated that, environmental and
physiological factors influence reproductive bud development and involves
different developmental pathways, but that these pathways also can be reversed.
Hence, in a good year of bud initiation, possible male cone buds can become
latent or abort, and possible female cone buds can revert to vegetative growth
due to environmental and physiological factors.
1.1.2 Molecular regulation of reproductive development
The genetic and molecular mechanisms underlying reproductive organ
development have been studied thoroughly in angiosperms model species. The
transition from a vegetative shoot apical meristem (SAM) to an inflorescence
meristem, initiation of floral meristems and floral organogenesis are sequential
steps in plant reproductive development. The transition from vegetative to
reproductive phase in plants is controlled by several developmental programs
that are regulated by both endogenous and exogenous cues (Simpson, 2002;
Westerman & Lawrence, 1970). During this transition, the vegetative SAM
changes its identity to an inflorescence meristem. To complete these transition
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processes, both correct timing and suitable climatic conditions are needed. The
coordination of the genetic pathways together with environmental cues and the
developmental state of the plant influence flowering, and are commonly referred
to as the flowering pathways. The Flowering pathways include: i) the
vernalization pathway, which dependent on prolonged exposure to cold, ii) the
photoperiod pathway, which dependent on day-length and light quality, iii) the
hormonal pathway, which dependent on GA for normal flowering, iv) the
autonomous pathway that dependent on endogenous regulators independent of
photoperiod and GA, v) the age-dependent pathway, which involves miRNA156
and vi) the species-specific pathway which dependent on ambient temperature
response and an accumulation of carbohydrate assimilates in the shoot apex
(reviewed in Andrés & Coupland, 2012; Ó'Maoiléidigh, Graciet, & Wellmer,
2013). Here, an overview of flowering time regulation based on studies in
Arabidopsis is given in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. FT interacts with the bZIP transcription factor FD, and the FT/FD protein, in
turn, activates the transcription of SOC1, LFY and AP1, which subsequently leads to the
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activation of the floral homeotic identity genes. The gibberellin pathway promotes the
expression of the SOC1 gene at the shoot apex, whereas the vernalization and autonomous
pathways negatively regulate SOC1 at the shoot apex. In an age-dependent manner,
miRNA156 regulate flowering by targeting SPL genes. miRNA156 levels decrease, and SPL
genes level increase with plant age. miRNA156 repress flowering by targeting SPL genes.
With increasing levels of SPL transcripts during ageing, SPL genes promote flowering by
activating SOC1, LFY and AP1. Also, miRNA156 repress flowering by activating miRNA172
dependent repression of FT in the leaf. Lines with an arrow indicate activation; lines with a
perpendicular bar indicate repression. This figure is a re-drawing inspired from Amaniso
(2010), Huijser and Schmidt (2011), Taiz and Zeiger (2010, 5th ed).

During the floral transition in Arabidopsis, the shoot apical meristem (SAM)
converts into inflorescence shoot apical meristem (IM). Inflorescences are
subtended by fully developed bracts, and floral meristems (FM) are formed in
the axil of rudimentary bracts (Kwiatkowska, 2005; 2008). The inflorescence
meristem is divided into three different zones with different cell division rates:
the central zone (CZ), the peripheral zone (PZ) surrounding the CZ and the rib
zone (RZ) underneath the CZ (Bowman & Eshed, 2000; Caboche, 1994). Flower
primordia are initiated from the PZ. After initiation, flower primordia expand
and divide to generate a concentric group of cells, from which floral tissues are
derived (Kwiatkowska, 2005; Bossinger and Smyth, 1996).
The activities of the SAM, IM and FM are controlled by complex genetic
networks consisting of positive and negative regulators. The SAM consist of
undifferentiated stem cells, including founder cells from which lateral organ
arise. Flower organogenesis occurs from actively proliferating meristems. The
balance between maintenance and proliferating meristem cells, which is shifted
towards floral organogenesis, depends on several regulatory genes. In the SAM,
SHOOT MERISTEMLESS (STM), which is a KNOTTED1-like homeobox
(KNOX) gene, negatively regulates the MYB transcription factors
ASYMMETRIC LEAVES1 (AS1) and ASYMMETRIC LEAVES2 (AS2) to prevent
cells in the SAM to enter premature differentiation (Byrne et al., 2000; Byrne et
al., 2002). Furthermore, the homeodomain-containing transcription factor
WUSCHEL (WUS) controls the balance between cell proliferation and cell
recruitment to the differentiated tissues in the SAM (Sablowski, 2007; Laux et
al., 1996). In wus mutant background the SAM lacks stem cells (Mayer et al.,
1998) suggesting that the WUS protein is needed for the maintenance of stem
cells in the SAM. In the stem cells, CLAVATA (CLV) genes are active in the
SAM and balance the number of cells within the meristem (Fletcher, 1999). The
CLV repress the activity of WUS outside of the stem cell niche, which restricts
the accumulation of number of the cells in the SAM (Brand, 2000). Similarly, it
has also been reported that CLV1, CLV2 and CLV3 controls the number of cells
in the floral meristem from which homeotic genes act to initiate and regulate
floral organ development (Clark et al., 1993, 1995; Kayes and Clark, 1998).
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Apart from the WUS-CLV regulatory loop that maintains meristem size, the
TERMINAL FLOWER 1(TFL1) protein maintain IM identity (Alvarez, Guli,
Yu, & Smyth, 1992; Ohshima, Murata, Sakamoto, Ogura, & Motoyoshi, 1997;
Shannon, 1991; 1993). During the conversion of IM to FM, the IM genes
TERMINAL FLOWER 1(TFL1) and EMBRYONIC FLOWER 1 and 2 (EMF1 and
EMF2) (Aubert, 2001; L. Chen, 1997) are repressed in the FM, whereas the
floral meristem identity (FMI) genes, LEAFY (LFY) (Huala & Sussex, 1992;
Weigel, Alvarez, Smyth, Yanofsky, & Meyerowitz, 1992; Waigel et al., 1992)
APETALA1 (AP1) (Alejandra Mandel, Gustafson-Brown, Savidge, & Yanofsky,
1992; Huala & Sussex, 1992; Mandel & Yanofsky, 1995a), APETALA2 (AP2)
(Huala & Sussex, 1992), and CAULIFLOWER (CAL) (Kempin, Savidge, &
Yanofsky, 1995) are up-regulated. The Flowering locus T (FT) protein is a
homolog of TFL1 (Kardailsky, 1999; Koornneef, Hanhart, & van der Veen,
1991), which is produced in the leaf and later transported through the phloem to
the SAM where it integrates signals to promote flowering (Corbesier et al.,
2007). External factors (vernalization and light) and internal factor (gibberellins)
have been reported to influence the action of FT on flowering (reviewed in
Andrés & Coupland, 2012; Song, Ito, & Imaizumi, 2013). The FT protein
interacts with two bZIP transcription factors FD and FD PARALOUGE (FDP)
that are expressed in the SAM before floral induction. The FT/FD complex, in
turn, activate the expression of the floral meristem identity gene AP1 (Abe, 2005;
Wigge, 2005).
1.1.3 Gene networks for floral organ identity
MADS-box genes are critical components in the genetic mechanisms regulating
floral organ development (Mandel & Yanofsky, 1995b; Bowman et al., 1993).
MADS is an acronym derived from the four founder genes of this gene family
(MCM1; from Saccharomyces cerevisiae), AGAMOUS (AG; from Arabidopsis
thaliana), DEFICIENS (DEF; from Antirrhinum majus) and SERUM
RESPONSE FACTOR (SRF; from Homo sapiens). Type II MADS-box genes
are plant specific and refers the MIKC-type of MADS-domain proteins
(Gramzow & Theissen, 2010); M denotes the MADS-domain that is responsible
for DNA binding, I denotes the intervening region which is a variable region and
also referred to as the linker, K denotes the Keratin like domain that is
responsible for protein-protein interactions, and C stands for the C-terminal
region which is a variable region (Schwarz-Sommer, Huijser, Nacken, Saedler,
& Sommer, 1990; Litt and Irish, 2003).
Within the floral meristem of an Arabidopsis plant, different circular regions
or whorls are established shortly after the floral meristem initiation. In each
17

whorl, floral organs with distinct identity develop. In the first and outermost
whorl sepals are formed, the second whorl initiate petals and the third whorl
stamens. In the innermost fourth whorl, two fused carpels are formed that after
pollination will develop into a fruit. Distinct sets of genes are involved in the
regulation of different floral organ identities.
Key components of the gene regulatory network that specify floral organ
identity are commonly referred to as the homeotic ABC genes. In Arabidopsis,
the ABC genes are encoded by AP1, AP2, AP3, PI and AG (Coen & Meyerowitz,
1991; Ng, 2001; Wagner, 1999; Lamb et al., 2002). Apart from AP2, which
belongs to ERBP gene family; the ABC genes encode transcription factors
belonging to the MADS-box gene family. The classic ABC model was based on
studies of homeotic mutants in Arabidopsis thaliana and Antirrhinum majus
(Coen & Meyerowitz, 1991). In this model, the different classes of homeotic
genes and their overlapping activities are necessary to specify different floral
organs, A specifies sepal, A and B specify petal, B and C specify stamen and C
specifies carpel (Coen & Meyerowitz, 1991; Bowman et al., 1991). AP1 and AP2
are A-function genes, AP3 and PI are B- function genes, and AG is C-function
gene. However, the homeotic gene model that explains how floral identity is
specified is now extended with D- and E-function genes. SEPALLATA (SEP1-4)
are the E- function genes required for proper floral organ specifications in all
four whorls (Ditta, Pinyopich, Robles, Pelaz, & Yanofsky, 2004; Pelaz, Ditta,
Baumann, Wisman, & Yanofsky, 2000). In sep1 sep2, sep3 and spe4 quadruple
mutants floral organs are converted into leaf-like organs demonstrating that the
SEP genes are needed for the formation of all floral organs (Ditta et al., 2004;
Pelaz et al., 2000). SEEDSTICK (STK), SHATTERPROOF1 (SHP1) and SHP2
are D-function genes that interact in a larger complex with the E-class genes to
specify ovule identity (Favaro, 2003; Pinyopich et al., 2003).
In Arabidopsis, the LFY gene has been found to activate the expression of
floral homeotic genes (Blázquez & Weigel, 2000; Weigel & Meyerowitz, 1993;
Nilsson et al., 1998) by direct binding to the promoter regions of AP1, AP3 and
AG (Busch, 1999; Lohmann et al., 2001; Parcy, Nilsson, Busch, Lee, & Weigel,
1998; Wagner, 1999). In addition, LFY cooperates with UNUSUAL FLORAL
ORGAN (UFO), an F-box component of the SCF ubiquitin ligase complex to
regulate the transcription of the floral organ identity genes AP1 and AP3 (Lee et
al., 1997; Chae, Tan, Hill, & Irish, 2008). Also, WUSCHEL (WUS), a
homeodomain containing protein activate AG in conjunction with LFY (Lenhard,
Bohnert, Jürgens, & Laux, 2001; Lohmann et al., 2001).
It has been proposed that the AP2 has the function in the outer two floral
whorls to specify the identities of sepals and petals by repressing the activity of
AG (Drews, Bowman, & Meyerowitz, 1991). In ap2 loss of function mutants,
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ectopic expression of AG in the first two whorls results in the conversion of
sepals and petals into carpels and stamens, respectively (Drews et al., 1991;
Bowman et al., 1991).Whereas, in ag loss of function mutants, stamens are
converted into petals in the 3rd whorl, and fourth whorl organs are converted
into sepals (Bowman et al., 1991). Also, in ag mutants, the floral meristem does
not terminate, and another flower is formed within the first flower, repeating the
pattern: sepal, petal, petal sepal.
In contrast to the MADS-box genes, expression of the AP2 gene, which
encodes an ERF-transcription factor, is not restricted to one or two floral whorls
(Jofuku, 1994). The mRNA of AP2 is expressed in the vegetative leaf,
inflorescence meristems, throughout the floral meristem and in all four types of
floral organs (Jofuku, 1994). Hence, the spatial distribution of AP2 transcription
does not reconcile with its proposed function in regulating organ identity in the
two outermost floral whorls. However, it has been reported that AP2 is
translationally repressed by microRNA172, which is expressed in the third and
fourth whorls of the flower (X. Chen, 2004). Hence, the negative regulation of
AP2 by microRNA172 in the third and fourth whorls restrict AP2 activity to the
first and second whorls, even if AP2 transcripts are present in all floral organs in
Arabidopsis.
1.1.4 Conserved molecular mechanisms underlying reproductive
development in gymnosperms and angiosperms
Evolutionary development studies show that the molecular mechanisms
underlying reproductive development are at least partially conserved between
angiosperms and gymnosperms (Mathews & Kramer, 2012; R. Melzer, Wang,
& Theißen, 2010). The floral organ identity homeotic B and C genes orthologs
have been identified in several gymnosperms (Gramzow, Weilandt, & Theißen,
2014). Studies of gene expression studies of B and C genes in gymnosperms
have shown that the genes are active in developing male cones (Möuradov et al.,
1999; Sundstr m et al., 1999; Winter et al., 1999) and that C-gene homologs are
active in the ovuliferous scales, which is the ovule-bearing organ of female cones
(Rutledge et al., 2002; Tandre, Svenson, Svensson, & Engström, 2002).
Even though proposed orthologs to the angiosperm B and C genes were
cloned from different gymnosperm species, already in the early 1990s, a clear
candidate for an A-function ortholog was lacking for a long time. This was
attributed to the lack of a sterile perianth in gymnosperms. However, recent
efforts to sequence the genomes of different conifer species have resulted in the
identification of a putative A-class ortholog (Birol et al., 2013; Gramzow et al.,
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2014; Nystedt et al., 2013). Since gymnosperms lack sepals and petal, the role
of this putative A-class gene may be different from that of the angiosperm Afunction genes. It is tempting to speculate that the function of a putative A-class
P. abies ortholog would possibly be more related to meristem identity, rather
than floral organ identity.
Orthologs of the LFY gene, which is crucial for reproductive meristem
identity in angiosperms, have also been identified in diverse gymnosperm
species (Frohlich and Meyerowitz, 1997). In conifers, two LFY homologs,
PRFLL (Mellerowicz et al., 1998) and its paralog NEEDLY (NLY) (Mouradov et
al., 1998) have been identified in Pinus radiata. Expression analyses of LFY and
NLY homologs in other gymnosperms have shown that the genes are active both
in female and male cones (Shindo, Sakakibara, Sano, Ueda, & Hasebe, 2001;
Vázquez-Lobo et al., 2007).
SOC1 and FT are well known floral regulators in angiosperms and putative
SOC1 and FT conifer orthologs have been identified in the sequenced genome
of Picea abies (Nystedt et al., 2013). The heterologous expression of P. abies
FT-like gene in Arabidopsis delayed flowering and mimicked floral repressor
TFL1 function when overexpressed (Karlgren et al., 2011; Klintenäs, Pin,
Benlloch, Ingvarsson, & Nilsson, 2012). On the other hand, PaFTL2 has been
associated with bud set and growth cessation in P. abies (Gyllenstrand,
Clapham, Kallman, & Lagercrantz, 2007; Karlgren, Gyllenstrand, Clapham, &
Lagercrantz, 2013).
It has been proposed that the putative SOC1 P. abies ortholog, DEFICIENS
AGAMOUS LIKE 19 (DAL19) is associated with an early cone-setting
phenotype in the mutant P. abies var. acrocona (Uddenberg et al., 2013). In
addition, the P. abies DEFICIENS AGAMOUS LIKE 1 (DAL1) gene has been
suggested to have a possible role in an age-dependent pathway that regulates
reproductive development (Carlsbecker, Tandre, Johanson, Englund, &
Engström, 2004). Ectopic expression of DAL1 in transgenic Arabidopsis showed
precocious flowering (Carlsbecker et al., 2004). In a phylogenetic study, DAL1
and other gymnosperms genes formed an orthologous sister clade to the
angiosperm AGAMOUS LIKE 6 (AGL6)-clade (Carlsbecker et al., 2013). The
AGL6 sub-family is closely related to the SEP (E-class) and SQUAMOSA
(SQUA) sub-families in angiosperms. Interestingly, it has been proposed that
AGL6 gene functions redundantly with the SEP genes in Petunia hybrida
(Rijpkema, Zethof, Gerats, & Vandenbussche, 2009). phenotype of transgenic
Arabidopsis plants expressing a P. abies, AGL6 ortholog is in agreement with
the hypothesis that this conifer gene may be associated with cone-setting. In
support of this notion, protein-protein and protein-DNA interaction studies
among Gnetum gnemon MADS-box proteins suggest that AGL6-like proteins,
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together with DEF/GLO-like (B-class) and AG-like proteins can form tetramer
complexes (Y.-Q. Wang, Melzer, & Theißen, 2010).

1.2 Picea abies var. Acrocona
Picea abies var. acrocona is a naturally occurring mutant of Norway spruce.
Acrocona is named for its ability to form cones in apical positions of top shoots
(“acro” meaning “at the top”). Wild-type P. abies never form cones in this
position, and vegetative buds always occupy the apical position of leading
shoots. As in wild-type, twigs that set cones terminates, which renders
homozygous acrocona mutants a bushy appearance. The acrocona mutant was
first reported in the mid 19th century, from vicinities outside of Uppsala, Sweden
(Fries, 1890). The acrocona mutant sets cones almost every year, even during
years when wild-type Norway spruce does not produce cones. However, it also
produces shoots with a transition phenotype that has both vegetative and
reproductive characters (Carlsbecker et al., 2013). During years when
environmental conditions are not favourable for cone production, the acrocona
mutant produces transition shoots in apical positions on leading branches. The
shoot apical meristems of these transition shoot initially form vegetative organ
primordia at the base, but during development, the meristem makes a shift and
starts to initiate ovuliferous scale-like structures subtended by bracts in the apical
part of the shoot (see Figure1, presented in manuscript III).
In inbred crosses of two acrocona ramets, one-fourth of the resulting
segregating sibling population segregated with respect to an early cone-setting
phenotype (Uddenberg et al., 2013). Provided that the ramets were
heterozygous, this suggested that a mutation in a single locus caused the
acrocona phenotype. In agreement with this notion the early cone-setting
acrocona mutant has been mapped to linkage group 6 in P. abies (Acheré et al.,
2004). However, the gene responsible for this mutation is still unknown.
Due to the long generation time, reverse genetic approaches are difficult to
employ in conifer trees. Next-generation sequencing technologies, e.g. RNA-seq
now provide the opportunity to expand our studies of non-model species. Hence,
the naturally occurring acrocona mutant with its transition shoot phenotype
provides us with an opportunity to study the genetic network active during in
cone initiation and cone development in P. abies.
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2

Purpose of the study

From an evolutionary point of view, this thesis is aimed at providing additional
genetic data to understand the evolutionary relationship between angiosperms
and gymnosperms and how they evolved from a common ancestor; a question
that was formulated already by Charles Darwin in his famous “Abominable
Mystery”? Apart from the evolutionary context, this thesis is also aimed at
improving forest tree breeding, by providing increased knowledge about the
genetic mechanism that regulates reproductive phase change and cone-setting in
conifers. A knowledge that could be used to facilitate future tree breeding
programs.
Specifically, this thesis is focused on understanding the molecular
mechanisms underlying reproductive phase change and cone-setting in P. abies.
In line with this, specific aims have been to:
v Identify genes potentially involved in early cone development
in three distinct growth phases in P. abies.
v Identify marker genes associated with different bud identities
(male, female and vegetative).
v Identify genes potentially active in acrocona transition shoot
meristems before the morphological shift to ovuliferous scalelike structures.
v Identify marker genes associated with female meristems
identity.
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3

Results and Discussions

3.1 Early cone development is distinguished by three
distinct growth phases (Manuscript I)
In order to study differences in transcriptional regulation between female and
vegetative buds, we have performed a morphological study of early bud
development in Picea abies. This morphological study allows for a more
accurate sampling of bud materials from a well-characterized sequence of early
developmental stages.
The buds at the apical position of lateral branches in P. abies tend to initiate
as vegetative or female cones, while, buds at the base become male cones. This
pattern of cone initiation in P. abies is consistent with early bud development in
Douglas fir, as reported by Allen and Owens, 1972. On the other hand, the buds
at the shoot apex of apical branches are always vegetative. In our study, we
collected vegetative buds from the apical position of leading branches in the
same region of the tree as the female cones. This allowed us to compare similar
developmental stages between female and vegetative buds since female buds and
vegetative shoots at leading positions progress through early bud development
at the approximate same time period. In contrast, bud development is delayed,
relative to female bud development, in vegetative buds formed on lateral
branches. Now, the question arises how female and vegetative buds can be
distinguished on lateral branches, especially in early stages when the buds are
relatively small in size. When the buds start to develop, female buds are formed
with a rounded base and a bullet shape. In contrast, vegetative buds are formed
with a narrow base and a pointed shaped tip. Also, during years of ample cone
initiation, on cone-setting branches in the upper part of a tree, almost every
lateral twig situated 20-30 cm below the leading shoot initiate a female cone.
During the year of collection, we identified a candidate tree with ample cone
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initiation and collected potential female buds and leading vegetative buds from
branches in the cone-setting region of the tree. The tree was later revisited to
certify that cone-initiation had occurred.
Using these collection criteria, we collected female buds and vegetative
shoots at three collection dates, each corresponding to a characteristic growth
phase (phase I to phase III) during early cone and vegetative shoot development.
During Phase I, the buds harboured enlarged meristems. The female buds
collected at this phase harboured a rounded dome shaped meristem. In contrast
to female buds in Phase I, the vegetative buds harboured meristems with a more
pointed shape. In Phase II buds, the growing meristems had starting to initiate
lateral organs acropetally forming early cones or vegetative shoots. Phase II
female buds consisted of two types of scales: spirally arranged ovuliferous scale
primordia each subtended by a sterile bract. Similarly, needles had initiated in
Phase II vegetative shoots. Lateral organs had initiated along half portion of the
bud meristem in Phase II. During Phase III, cellular differentiation occurred in
the developing lateral organs. Almost all ovuliferous scales and needles had
initiated in this phase. For this paragraph, see Figure1, presented in the
manuscript I.
The morphological characterisation of early female and vegetative bud
development provided a foundation for further molecular studies of the
sequential changes in gene activities that occurred during early female cone
development.
Using the collected buds, we aimed to study genes active during the three
defined growth phases and compare expression levels between both growth
phases and bud identity. With this aim, we performed massively parallel
sequencing of mRNA from the collected female bud samples of three distinct
growth phases and compared the transcriptomes in those samples with mRNA
samples extracted from the corresponding vegetative buds.
3.1.1 RNA-seq analysis of early cone development phases reveal distinct
gene expression pattern in vegetative and female buds, reflect
important markers for female and vegetative bud identity
(Manuscript I)
In order to identify genes active during early phases of cone development, we
sequenced the transcriptomes of female and vegetative bud samples collected at
the meristematic phase (Phase I; collection date August 1st), the lateral organ
initiation phase (Phase II; collection date August 19th) and during the phase
when lateral organs undergo cell differentiation (Phase III; collection date
September 16. In a principal component analysis (PCA) analysis the samples
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were separated both based on bud identity, i.e. vegetative or female identity, and
developmental phase, suggesting that different transcriptional programmes are
active during early female and vegetative bud development.
By performing a differential expression analysis on normalised read counts
we identified genes that were significantly differentially expressed between
female and vegetative buds at the three defined growth phases. The analysis
showed different numbers of differentially expressed genes between female and
vegetative buds in each phase. In order to identify genes that were commonly
associated with distinct phases of early female cone development, we applied a
hierarchical cluster analysis of all differentially expressed genes. The analysis
showed that the differentially expressed genes could be grouped into ten major
clusters based on their gene expression profiles. In Cluster 1 to Cluster 4, genes
were up-regulated in female buds, whereas Cluster 5 to Cluster 10 harboured
genes that were up-regulated in vegetative buds. Cluster 1 could be further subdivided into Cluster 1a and Cluster 1b. Cluster 1a harboured genes that
predominantly expressed in female buds during the first meristematic phase as
compared to vegetative, whereas expression was elevated in female buds in all
three developmental phases in Cluster 1b. Cluster 2 harbored genes that
predominantly expressed in female buds during the lateral organ initiating phase
II. In Cluster 3a and 3b, we identified genes which expressed at high levels in
female buds as compared to vegetative buds in the first two phases, however, at
the third phase, those genes expressed at similar levels in both female and
vegetative buds. Genes in these clusters, therefore, may be associated with
similar processes in female and vegetative buds, during the third growth phase.
Cluster 4 harbuored genes that predominantly expressed in cell differentiating
female buds during phase III. Here, a schematic representation of gene
expression patterns between female and vegetative buds in three distinct growth
phases is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Schematic figure of gene expression patterns between vegetative and female buds
in three distinct growth phases. This graph is based on Z- scores from converted expression
count data of one example gene in each cluster. The X-axis represents different Clusters (1a,
1b, 2, 3a, 3b & 4); the y-axis represents Z-scores.

In order to identify important biological, molecular and cellular processes
associated with these genes, we performed a Gene Ontology (GO) analysis on
the differentially expressed genes. The analysis showed that DNA binding and
protein dimerisation were enriched GO terms in Cluster 1 (a, b), 3 (a, b) and 4.
Other processes such as metabolic and catalytic processes were also enriched in
Cluster 1, 3 and 4. In Cluster 2, extracellular region, chromatin binding and
photosynthesis were enriched GO terms.
We identified transcription factors associated with the enriched GO terms
“DNA-binding” and “protein dimerisation” in the different clusters. In Clusters,
1a and 1b, genes encoding MADS-domain proteins, bZIP transcription factors,
SBP-proteins, LFY- orthologs, AP2-domain, MYB-domain, B3, and AT-hook
transcription factors were identified. No transcription factors were found in
Cluster 2. In Cluster 3a and 3b, we identified MADS-box genes and bHLH
transcription factors. In Cluster 4, NAC and AP2 transcription factors were
identified.
Based on the transcriptome study, a schematic representation of the
association of transcription factor gene families in different clusters is given in
Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Schematic figure of the association of transcription factor gene families in
different clusters during the three distinct growth phases of female bud development. Roman
numbers denote growth phases; large shoot apical meristem containing female bud during
phase I (I); lateral organ initiating female bud during phase II (II); cell differentiating female
buds in phase III (III). This figure is a drawing of longitudinal sections of female buds at
three distinct growth phases. Small letters with arrow towards bud sections indicate lateral
organs; bract (br) and ovuliferous scale (os). Straight lines above the longitudinal bud
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sections representing association of clusters (Cluster 1a, 1b, 3a, 3b & 4) with three distinct
growth phases buds; Straight lines below the longitudinal bud sections represent
transcription factors (MADS-box, bZIP, MYB, B3, ZF-HD, SBP, LFY, AP2, AT-hook,
bHLH, NAC) associated with different clusters and bud growth phases.

Among the MADS-box genes identified in our study as being up-regulated
in female meristems, several have previously been characterized. Some of the
genes have suggested functions during later stages of cone development and
some have been suggested to promote reproductive shoot identity and conesetting. The reported in activity in early meristems corroborate these previous
findings.
In order to increase our understanding of the evolutionary relationships
between MADS-box genes associated with the early phases of female cone
development, we reconstructed a phylogeny with MADS-box gene sequences
from both selected angiosperms and gymnosperms. The phylogenetic
reconstruction showed, that several of the MADS-box genes in our data, that had
not been characterized previously formed gymnosperm specific sub-clades in
the tree. These MADS-box genes were predominantly expressed in female
meristems during phase I as compare to the other two phases. Hence, our results
identify several conifer specific MADS-box genes expressed preferentially in
female meristems. It is tempting to speculate that these genes may have roles in
defining reproductive identity to the female meristems, analogous to the function
of MADS-box genes that determine inflorescence meristem identify in
angiosperms.
It has been shown that SOC1 is a multifunctional protein, which regulates
not only flowering time but also floral patterning and floral meristem identity
(C. Liu, Xi, Shen, Tan, & Yu, 2009; S. Melzer et al., 2008).
Our phylogenetic reconstructions indicated that several of the previously
uncharacterized MADS-box genes identified in this study grouped within a large
sub-clade of gymnosperm genes. This sub-clade, termed the DAL19-clade, have
in previous studies been proposed to be a gymnosperm specific sister-clade to
the angiosperm SOC1/TM3-like clade (Gramzow et al., 2014; Uddenberg et al.,
2013). In the differential expression analysis genes in this clade were expressed
at a high level in either female or vegetative buds. Hence, our data suggest that
members of the SOC1/TM3-like genes play diverse roles in P. abies buds and
may be of importance for the development of both vegetative and reproductive
shoots.
In the analysis, we identified the LFY ortholog PaLFY as being specifically
up-regulated in phase III female buds. The up-regulation of PaLFY is consistent
with previous mRNA in-situ hybridization experiments, which have
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demonstrated that PaLFY is specifically expressed in developing ovuliferous
scales in autumn cones (Carlsbecker et al., 2013).

3.2 Mutually exclusive exons of MADS-box gene DAL19
isoforms distinctly associated with male, female and
vegetative bud identity in Picea abies (Manuscript II)
In previous studies, two DAL19 mRNA transcripts (Acr42124 and KC347015)
have been identified (Carlsbecker et al., 2013; Uddenberg et al., 2013). In order
to identify potential differences between the two transcripts, we aligned the
sequences to each other and looked for sequence differences. In the alignment,
nucleotides that differed were predominantly situated in the MADS-domain,
which commonly is encoded by the first exon in many MADS-box genes, see,
e.g. (Sundstr m et al., 1999). Mapping of the two published transcripts of DAL19
to the published P. abies genome (Picea abies V 1.0) showed that the sequence
corresponding to the MADS-domain (M) in Acr42124 mapped to one genomic
scaffold (MA_329880), whereas the sequence corresponding to the MADSdomain in KC347015 mapped to another (MA_16120). The remaining parts of
the DAL19 nucleotide sequence in both Acr42124 and KC347015 mapped to the
genomic scaffolds MA_54911, MA_844703 and MA_166116. Hence, the
different first exons of DAL19 were named as DAL19_α and DAL19_β
respectively.
In order to verify the presence DAL19 transcripts that harboured alternate
first exons, we performed 3’ and 5’RACE to clone and Sanger sequence the
different DAL19 isoforms. The 3’ RACE resulted in a version of DAL19 with an
alternate C-terminal domain as compared to previously reported 3′ end
associated with the genomic scaffold MA_16120. This alternate C-terminal
domain of DAL19 mapped to the genomic scaffold MA_16120 but in a different
position than that of the previously reported 3′ end. Hence, the different Cterminal isoforms of DAL19 were named DAL19_δ and DAL19_γ respectively.
DAL19_δ mapped to the position 4650–4944, whereas DAL19_γ mapped to the
position 3239–3505 at the genomic scaffold MA_16120 (see Figure 1, presented
in manuscript II). The mapping of alternative C-terminal exons to the same
genomic scaffold suggested that the identified variants of DAL19 were
transcribed from a single large genomic locus, although the two N-terminal
exons, DAL19_α and DAL19_β mapped to two different genomic scaffolds. In
support of this notion all DAL19 exons, including DAL19_α and DAL19_β
mapped to same genomic contig in the Picea glauca genome (PG29-V4.0), with
which P. abies shares substantial sequence similarity (Sundell et al., 2015).
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On the P. glauca scaffold, DAL19_α and DAL19_β mapped approximately
16 kb apart and they were in turn separated from the next exon in DAL19 by an
intron of approximately 100 kb. The introns separating DAL19 exons that encode
the I- and K -domains are relatively short and consist only of approximately one
hundred bases each. The exons encoding the I- and K-domains were common in
all DAL19 transcripts and the region was in this work defined as a core region
(ψ). The core region was separated from the two variable C-terminal exons by a
28 kb intron. Apart from the full-length MIKC variants of DAL19 two short
variants of DAL19 that lacked MADS-domain were also identified. Taken
together, our data revealed six variants of DAL19: four long variants with
alternate first and last exons (DAL19_αψδ, DAL19_αψγ, DAL19_βψδ,
and DAL19_βψγ), and two short variants (DAL19_ψδ and DAL19_ψγ).
DAL19_αψγ and DAL19_βψγ variants are relatively shorter than DAL19_αψδ
and DAL19_βψδ and harbor premature stop codon at the C terminal end. Taken
together, the association of all DAL19 variants on the same genomic scaffold in
P. glauca, and alternate C-terminal exons on the same genomic scaffold in P.
abies suggest that the mature mRNA DAL19 variants are indeed isoforms and
transcribed from a single large genomic locus.
In order to provide independent evidence of the cloned DAL19 mRNA
isoforms, we developed a novel approach to assemble transcripts from shortread Illumina sequences. As data-source, we used mRNA samples derived from
P. abies buds. Starting from a defined sequence this approach generates
transcripts for every possible 5′ and 3′ path. The assembly showed consistency
with cloned and Sanger sequenced DAL19 isoforms. Also, our transcripts
assembly approach identified one putative additional DAL19 isoform, which
instead of DAL19_α or DAL19-β harboured a third alternate MADS-domain.
We named this isoform DAL19_ η. The method of our novel assembly approach
is presented in manuscript II.
Apart from Sanger sequencing, and short-read assembly of different DAL19
isoforms, we also found support for the presence of the DAL19 isoforms among
Pacbio isoseq circular consensus sequence derived from a pool of 33 P. abies
sample (Akther et al., 2018). The Pacbio isoseq sequences of P. abies sequences
are the result of a community-based effort to which our group has contributed
with reproductive samples.
In order to examine if the DAL19 isoforms were differentially expressed in
different tissue samples, we performed isoform-specific expression analysis
using quantitative Real-Time PCR (qRT-PCR), normalized read count data from
the RNA-seq experiments, and mRNA in-situ hybridization. The expression
analyses showed that the DAL19 isoforms with alternate first exons, encoding
the MADS-domain, expressed in a bud specific manner. DAL19_α was
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preferentially up-regulated in male buds, whereas DAL19_ η expressed
predominantly in female buds, DAL19-β was in turn up-regulated in vegetative
buds. On the other hand, the alternate C-terminal ends of DAL19 expressed in a
cell-specific manner within a single bud meristem. Hence, it suggests that cell
specific splicing can occurs within a single bud meristem.
Next, we applied the assembly method to other known MADS-box genes in
order to examine if they also were expressed as isoforms. The assembly
identified usage of alternate first exons in the MADS-box genes: DAL3,
DAL3_like, DAL4, DAL32, and DAL33. Using our method, we did not find any
evidence of isoforms in exons encoding the intervening region (I) or the Kdomain in any of the MADS-box genes analysed.
In order to analyse the evolutionary relationship between the P. abies MADSbox genes, and known angiosperms MADS-box genes, we performed a
phylogenetic parsimony analysis. Interestingly in our phylogenetic analysis
all P. abies genes harbouring alternate MADS-domain isoforms, e.g., DAL3,
DAL4, DAL19, DAL32, and DAL33, grouped into one common clade. Whereas
P. abies MADS-box genes that express only as single isoforms were distributed
evenly in the gene phylogeny. The clade which harboured DAL3, DAL4, DAL19,
DAL32, and DAL33 have in previous (Gramzow et al., 2014; Uddenberg et al.,
2013) analyses been proposed to be a gymnosperm specific sister-clade to the
angiosperm TM3/SOC1-clade, and has been termed the DAL19-clade. The
position of the DAL19-clade in our phylogenetic tree supports this notion.
Here, a schematic representation of DAL19 gene clade phylogeny is given
in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Schematic figure of the phylogenetic relationship between MADS-box genes
present in the DAL19-clade. This figure is a drawing from a phylogeny established with
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maximum parsimony analysis. Greek alphabets indicating mutually exclusive first and last
exons isoforms; α, and β representing first exon isoforms; δ and γ representing last exon
isoforms. Values in black represent bootstrap support and red represent posterior probability
support derived from a MrBayes-analysis.

The expansion of the members of genes in the DAL19-clade has been
observed in previous analyses the MADS-box gene family (F. Chen, Zhang, Liu,
& Zhang, 2017; Gramzow et al., 2014). From our study, we can conclude that
the complexity of the DAL19-clade and the observed expansion in the number
of genes, may in part be due to frequent usage of mutually exclusive first exons.
Taken together, our results suggest that DAL19 isoforms that use mutually
exclusive first exons were expressed in a bud-identity specific manner. The first
exon encodes the DNA-binding MADS-domain. Hence, it is possible that the
different isoforms of DAL19 bind to the different sets of target genes and that
the DAL19 isoforms in this manner may regulate different sets of downstream
targets genes. DAL19 has been proposed to have similar roles as a floral
integrator as SOC1/TM3 (Uddenberg et al., 2013). Our findings on the
differential regulation of DAL19 isoforms support the notion that alternative
splicing of DAL19 isoforms may influence the formation of buds with different
identities.

3.3 Transcript profiling of acrocona transition shoots
identifies candidate genes of importance for female bud
development in Picea abies (Manuscript III)
In contrast to wild-type P. abies, the mutant P. abies var. acrocona produce
ovuliferous scale-like structures on the apical shoot of leading branches. The
leading branches in wild-type trees are always initiated as vegetative buds. The
bud meristem on apical branches produce vegetative needles at the base and later
in the growth season they make a morphological shift and start to produce
ovuliferous scales and bracts instead of needles. Due to the morphological shift
from needle to ovuliferous scale-like structures subtended by bracts, acrocona
leading shoots are often described as transition shoots. During years of ample
cone induction, buds on lateral shoots produce normal female cones in a similar
manner as wild-type P. abies. Here, we address the hypothesis that the acrocona
transition shoot meristems express markers for female reproductive
development already before they make the morphological shift.
In our study, we aimed to identify genes active in acrocona transition shoots
before and after the morphological shift. To meet this end, we sequenced
transcriptomes of collected acrocona transition shoots before and after
morphological shift using massively parallel sequencing (RNA-seq). In the
samples collected before the morphological shift, the buds consisted of enlarged
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shoot apical meristems with only a few or no lateral organs initiated. In the
samples collected after morphological shift, needles had been formed in the basal
part of the shoot, and bracts and ovuliferous scale-like structures had been
formed in the apical part of the shoot. We collected ordinary female meristems
from acrocona as a comparator. In addition, we included samples of wild-type
vegetative and female buds as comparators with an aim to identify commonly
expressed genes in acrocona transition shoots, female acrocona and female
wild-type buds. In order to identify the changes of gene expression patterns
across collected tissues, we performed differential gene expression analyses on
pairwise comparisons of the different tissues. The analyses showed different
numbers of differentially expressed genes in paired tissue comparisons.
In order to identify genes that are distinctly and commonly up-regulated
across different samples, we implemented a hierarchical clustering method on
all differentially expressed genes. The analysis identified eleven major clusters
based on differential gene expression profiles across all samples used in
comparisons. Based on the gene expression profiles across different clusters, we
focused on Cluster 1 (A, B), 4 (A, B), 8A & 11 (A, B). Genes in Cluster 1A were
predominantly expressed in vegetative buds at late developmental phase but
down-regulated in transition shoot meristems and female meristems from both
wild-type and acrocona samples. Genes in Cluster 1B were commonly upregulated in vegetative buds at the late developmental phase, transition shoot
meristems and female meristems from both wild-type and acrocona.
In the Clusters 4A and 4B, genes were up-regulated in transition shoot- and
acrocona female meristems but down-regulated in wild-type female meristems
collected at similar stages. We identified transcription factors in Cluster 4A &
4B, including members of the MADS-box gene family, SBP-family and the AP2
family, which have been reported to be involved in regulating flower
development in angiosperms (Jofuku, 1994; Kim et al., 2012; Mandel &
Yanofsky, 1995a; Bowman et al., 1993).
In the Cluster 8A, genes were commonly expressed in transition meristems
and female meristems from both acrocona and wild-type. We identified several
members of transcription factor gene families in this cluster, including MADSbox genes, bZIP, SBP, AP2, Homeobox, GRAS, GATA, MYB and AT-hook
containing transcription factors.
In Cluster 8A, we also identified the gymnosperm specific MADS-box genes
DAL10 and DAL21, which both have been associated with reproductive shoot
identity (Carlsbecker et al., 2013; 2003), and members of the DAL19-clade.
Hence, it suggests with an implication that these gene members in this cluster
associated with cone-setting competence active early in developing acrocona
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transition shoots, even before it is possible to discriminate the transition shoot
from an ordinary vegetative shoot, based on morphology.
We found a gene in this cluster associated with the GO-term “regulation of
flower development” which encoded a phosphatidylethanolamine-binding
protein. The PEBP-protein family harbours the angiosperm genes FLOWERING
LOCUS T (FT) and TERMINAL FLOWER1 (TFL1) (Xiaohong Zhang et al.,
2016). In P. abies, FT-like genes have been associated with bud set and growth
cessation (Gyllenstrand et al., 2007; Karlgren et al., 2013). Therefore, the
observed up-regulation of a FT-like gene in transition shoots and female
meristems may be related to the cessation of growth of last season’s annual
shoot.
In this cluster, we also identified a SPL3-like gene. In Arabidopsis, SPL3 has
been shown to be an important factor regulating the activity of FT (Kim et al.,
2012). Also, it has been proposed that miRNA156 targeted degradation of SPL3
is important for regulating flowering in an FT/FD-independent manner (J.-W.
Wang, Czech, & Weigel, 2009). At the shoot apex, SPL3 act as a positive
regulator of SOC1, which in turn activate the floral meristem identity genes LFY
and AP1.(J. Lee, Oh, Park, & Lee, 2008).
In our data, the FT-like gene, together with bZIP transcription factors and
gymnosperm SOC1-like genes are up-regulated in transition shoot meristems
and female meristems both in wild type and acrocona. Even though we at this
point cannot determine the molecular function of the conifer genes they provide
us with interesting candidates for further studies. The joint expression of these
genes in reproductive meristems allows us to speculate about a possible
interaction between one of the bZIP transcription factors and the FT-like protein,
analogous to the interaction between FD and FT in Arabidopsis, and possible
activation of the P. abies SOC1-like gene that is expressed in the same tissues.
Using the same reasoning, the SPL3-like gene expressed in the transition
shoot meristems and female meristems both in wild-type and acrocona could be
a putative candidate for a gene involved cone-setting pathway in an agedependent manner, analogous to the interaction between SPL3 and FT or SPL3
and SOC1 in Arabidopsis.
The up-regulation of distinct floral integrator like genes in the transition
shoot meristems, together with the up-regulation of gymnosperm specific
MADS-box genes that previously have been associated with reproductive shoot
identity, provide joint evidence that these shoots have reproductive characters
even when they still initiate needles. Hence, the genes identified as differentially
expressed between the vegetative shoots and the reproductive shoots in our
comparison likely do not reflect differences in morphology but rather shoot
identity.
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Based on our transcriptomes study, a schematic representation of putative
candidate genes in transition and female meristems is given in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Schematic figure of the association of candidate genes and gene families
(Homeobox, FT-like, bZIP, SPL3-like, SOC/TM3-like, DAL10 and DAL21) in transition shoot
meristem (A) and female meristem from both acrocona and wild type (B) P. abies.

3.4 GA signalling may be involved in the transition of
vegetative to female organ in acrocona (Manuscript
III)
In contrast to ordinary female meristems, the initiation of ovuliferous scales
occurs later in the growth season in the transition shoots. However, the question
arise what kind of genetic mechanisms that are involved in the transition from
vegetative needles to ovuliferous scales in the transition shoots. To find a
possible answer to this question, we studied genes up-regulated in acrocona
transition shoots. We focused on Cluster 11 (A & B). In Cluster 11A, relative to
vegetative samples, genes were commonly up-regulated in the transition shoot
meristems and transition shoots after the morphological shift. While, in the
Cluster 11B, genes were only up-regulated in the transition shoots after
morphological shift. We identified transcription factors, including MADS-box,
AP2, bZIP, GATA, HSF and MYB gene families in these clusters.
It has been known since the mid-1970s that the plant hormone gibberellin
(GA) induce cone setting in P. abies (Chalupka, 1978) and GA treatments are
regularly used to promote cone-setting in seed orchards (Högberg K-A and
Eriksson U, 1994). Interestingly, GA treatments occasionally lead to the
formation of transition shoots also in wild-type P. abies (C.Almqvist personal
communication). In our analysis DELLA proteins, which are negative regulators
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of GA-responsive genes, are expressed at a high level in early acrocona samples.
Whereas genes encoding F-box proteins and ubiquitin are expressed at high
levels in the late acrocona samples. F-box and ubiquitin proteins play diverse
roles in plant development as they are part of several plant hormonal signalling
pathways, including the GA-signalling pathway (Dill, 2004). It is tempting to
speculate that acrocona transition shoots, which express reproductive identity
genes, have the competence to respond to a late autumn GA-signal and produce
ovuliferous scale-like structures, and that this response is reflected in the
observed up-regulation of F-box and ubiquitin proteins. Here, an illustration of
transition shoots after morphological shift and the association of F-box and
ubiquitin proteins and other gene families are given in Figure 7.
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Transition shoot after morphological shift
Figure 7. Schematic figure of the association of genes encoding F-box protein and Ubiquitin

and other gene families; (MADS-box, bZIP, AP2, MYB, GATA, HSF) in the transition shoots
after morphological shift. Small letters with arrow towards transition shoot indicates needle
(nd) formation at the base, and ovuliferous scale formation at the top (os).
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4

Conclusion

These are the main conclusions from the works presented in this thesis:
Differential expression analysis and hierarchical cluster analysis identified sets
of genes that express sequentially in the early phases of female cone
development.
Genes mainly involved in transcriptional regulation are up-regulated in the
meristematic phase of female bud development.
Genes predominantly expressed in female buds during lateral organ initiation
encode proteins involved in diverse cellular activities such as cell division,
chromatin organisation and protein synthesis.
Cell differentiation in lateral organs of female buds is associated with genes
involved in photosynthesis, carbon metabolism and transcriptional regulation.
Expression of different isoforms of the MADS-box gene DAL19 are
associated with different bud identities in P. abies.
Genes associated with reproductive development are active in transition
shoot meristems, even before it is possible to discriminate transition meristems
from vegetative meristem.
Members of Homeobox, MADS-box, PEBP, bZIP and SBP gene family coexpressed in transition meristems and female meristems both from acrocona and
wildtype.
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Genes encoding F-box proteins and ubiquitin are expressed at high levels in
late acrocona transition shoots, which suggest that hormonal signaling may be
associated with the acrocona transition shoot phenotype.
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5

Relevance of the research for forest tree
breeding

Forests are important sources of biodiversity and also have significant economic
uses. Forest trees serve great economic value, mainly by providing the stock of
woods all over the world and tree breeding has become an integral part of the
management of forest, to increase the quality of trees to meet diverse needs and
values. Conifer trees are good sources of softwood and highly demanded in the
world because of timber, paper, and pulp production. In Europe, Norway spruce
(Picea abies (L.) Karst) and Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) are the most
economic conifer tree species. The worldwide demand for wood production is
increasing, and therefore, the increase in demand will have to be met by
increased production of quality of trees. An efficient tree breeding strategy can
fulfil these needs by increasing forest production. P. abies and P. sylvestris are
the most important commercial tree species in the Swedish forestry with
continuous breeding programs. The forest research institute of Sweden
(Skogforsk) has been running the breeding operations of P. abies and P.
sylvestris and some other Swedish tree species since the mid 20th century, and
P. abies is now in its third breeding cycle. In Sweden, seed orchards are the
primary source for the production of improved genetic materials; still, only 70
percent of the annual planting of Norway spruce plants originates from the
Swedish seed orchards (www.skogforsk.se). In a report from skogforsk by
Haapanen et al. 2015, it was stated that the demand for spruce seed will not be
met until 2030 due to a shortage of seed production and the limited supply of
improved seed (www.skogforsk.se). The long juvenile period of P. abies, around
20-25 years before developing cones is one of the main reasons for limited seed
supply because the long juvenile period slows breeding operations. Moreover,
irregular cone setting between trees even after achieving reproductive
competence add another obstacle in breeding operations. Pests and pathogens
are also reducing the number of seeds produced. In traditional breeding methods,
controlled crosses are applied between selected plus-trees with desired
characteristics such as phenology and growth. After the controlled crosses,
progeny testing is applied to select plus-trees. Under southern Swedish
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condition, plus-trees selection is carried out 6-10 years after planting, while in
northern Swedish condition, the progeny testing is done 10-20 years after
planting. Hence, tree breeders need to wait at least a decade before they can do
the next round of controlled crosses.
The implementation of modern biotechnological tools in advanced breeding
methods, including hybridization, mutational breeding, marker-assisted
selection, and gene technology has become increasingly popular in many crop
plants. However, due to the long generation time, forest biotechnology
applications are difficult to perform in conifer trees. The short generation time
of many angiosperm species, makes it possible to perform functional studies of
stable transformants over several generations. Due to the long generation time,
similar studies are currently not possible to perform in conifers. Hence, control
of the long generation-time is of particular interest in conifer research.
Understanding the molecular and genetic mechanisms behind reproductive
development phase changes in spruce is vital to control the length of the juvenile
time-period. Controlling this important trait will, in turn, facilitate studies of
gene functions and thus has the potential considerably speed up forest tree
breeding.
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6

Future perspectives

Future research includes the following ideas, possibilities and goals:
The findings of genes that express at high levels in early reproductive
meristems of Picea abies provide us with candidates for future functional studies
of genes potentially involved in early cone development. Off course the long
generation time of P. abies poses a significant problem for functional studies of
genes involved in reproductive development. However, the early cone-setting
phenotype of the acrocona mutant could facilitate such studies.
Establishment of embryogenic cultures of the acrocona mutant would allow
us to produce P. abies plants that would initiate cones within a reasonable timeframe, i.e. one to two years.
Provided that transformation protocols can be established for the acrocona
cell-lines, these could then be used to perform knock-down or over-expression
studies of genes with putative functions in reproductive structures.
Candidate genes that would be interesting to study the function of are the
FT/TFL-like genes, the SOC1-like MADS-box genes, and SBP-like gene that are
expressed at high levels in acrocona transition shoot meristems.
To further characterise the selected candidate genes, green fluorescent
protein (GFP)/ Red fluorescent protein (RFP) tagged reporter lines could be used
to study their localised expression.
Potentially this could lead to the identification of a gene that controls conesetting also in wild-type P. abies.
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On another note, it would be interesting to study further the effect of external
applications of GA or GA-inhibitors on both cone-setting in the acrocona
mutant, and the expression of the candidate genes identified in this PhD-project.
Potentially this could contribute to an increased understanding of the role of
GA in promoting cone-setting in P. abies. This knowledge could then be used to
increase the precision in the GA treatments that are used to enhance cone-setting
in seed orchards.
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